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ABSTRACT
Many experiment researches have been developed before. But most of them were carried out with the condition that the
tunnel’s ratio of length and diameter ( x D ) is under 1000. Recently, the process that compression wave convents into
shock wave in the overlong tunnel has also been paid attention. In this paper, features of shock wave as it propagates
through a overlong tunnel is investigated, rupturing thin films at the entrance to obtain three kinds of shock wave with
different intensities. Then study their features respectively during they propagates through a overlong tunnel with x D
over 6000 at most. Comprehend shock wave more deeply by comparing the results of experiments.
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1. Introduction
When compressible fluid in the pipeline is compressed, it
will become compression wave and propagates in the
pipeline [1]. During the propagation, many noisy problems that affect our health in daily life would appear. For
instance, as the engine of the automobile with high output power is turning round in high speed, the airflow
from the gas vent’s exit will shake substances around
such as plate metals. It will occur extremely piercing
noise.
Another example is the process that a high-speed train
passes through the tunnel [2]. As it is shown in Figure 1,
the train like a plunger compresses the air in the tunnel
before the it entrances, then an acoustic wave called
compression wave is produced and propagates in the
tunnel. As it arriving the exit, a part of the flow reverberates back to the tunnel and the rest of it is emitted to the
diffusion space which named micro-pressure wave phenomenon [3]. The wave’s frequence is lower than 20 Hz
so that it couldn’t be heart by people. In many tunnels,
micro-pressure wave is just noise of small amplitude that
doesn’t exert any influence. But in the case of the train
whose speed crossing 200 km/h, the sound pressure level
would reach 140 - 150 dB. The disturbance, which can
shake doors and windows of nearby buildings, has taken
many problems to the daily life of the people there.
Especially in 2027, the bullet train of Japan will exceed a speed of 580 km/h. shock wave will occur as the
train entrances the deep underground tunnel in Tokyo
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and will propagates through the long tunnel. It became
more urgent for researchers to resolve this problem. To
cripple the influence from micro-pressure wave, it is
necessary to study characteristics of compression wave
and shock wave during they propagates in the tunnel.

2. Experiment
2.1. Experiment System
The experiment system is shown in Figure 2. It is constituted by 4 parts: drive system (hyperbaric chamber),
film rupture system, propagates system (low pressure
chamber) and measure system. Both of the drive system
and the propagates system consist of smooth copper
pipes with the external diameter of 20 mm and internal
diameter of 16 mm. The length of the drive system is
about 50 m, and the propagates system is over 95 m, to
weaken the influe of reflection. Rings connect those systems and thin film composed by ethyl acetate, vinyl acetate, ethanol, is placed between them.
The measure system gets experiment data from pressure sensors (XCS-190). The pressure sensor will induce
the change of pressure and transform it into voltage data
in order to analyze the result easily. Regard the place
0.75 m away from thin film as original point  x D  0  ,
and place five pressure sensors named S1 - S5 behind it.

2.2. Experiment Method
First, place thin film between the hyperbaric chamber the
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low pressure chamber. A couple floors of film could be
piled up if we need stronger shock wave. Inject air into
the hyperbaric chamber till the film break up and shock
wave begins to propagate during the pipe. As a result of
the change of pressure, S1 - S5 sensors start to get data
and send to memory recorder.

3. Results and Discussion
3.1. The Attenuation of Shock Wave from the
Experimental Result Compare to the
Calculation
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Make three species of shock wave different in strength of
pressure at the original point, named condition A, B and
C and the initial values of them increase progressively.
The attenuation of these three kinds of shock wave is
showed in Figure 4.
Assuming the attenuation of shock wave Ps Ps ,i
could be defined by this equation:
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Define ΔPs as the pressure strength of each testing point
and ΔPs,i as original point’s  x D  0  . Mirels [4] has
achieved the calculation equation about ΔPs in both
laminar and turbulent flow condition, supposing the
Much number is smaller than 1. Using the equation, the
attenuation of shock wave P Ps ,i could be indicated
as:
Laminar flow condition
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3.2. The Attenuation of Shock Wave as It
Propagated in Pipes

(1)

where k is the attenuation coefficient. The bigger it is, the
faster shock or compression wave decrease in the pipes.
By least square method to get the attenuation coefficient
and show them in Figure 5.
It could be observed in Figure 5, when the original
shock wave becomes stronger, the attenuation coefficient
will also increase.
Moreover, while shock wave regresses to compression
wave, the maximum gradient of pressure will change as
it is showed in Figure 6. Define non-dimensional maximum gradient as:
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Turbulent flow condition
0.115
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where κ is the specific heat ratio of flow, P0 is the
strength of barometric pressure, a is the acoustic velocity.

where  1 is the specific heat ratio,  1 is the Prandtl
number, 2 is the dynamic viscosity, u2 is velocity of
flow behind shock wave, U s is the propagation velocity
of shock wave and a2 is the acoustic velocity behind
shock wave.
Using these equations, the attenuation of shock wave
from the experimental result compare to the calculation
could be showed as Figure 3.

Figure 1. Developmental mechanism of micro-pressure
wave.
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Figure 2. The experiment system.
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Figure 3. The attenuation of shock wave from the experimental result compare to the calculation.

Figure 6. The maximum gradient of pressure.

From Figure 6, it could be observed that results of
conditions A and B are close to zero finally. It also could
be inferred that the result of condition C will approach
zero too. The reason is, as shock wave is propagates in
the overlong pipes, viscosity of flow will dominate the
attenuation gradually.

3.3. The Deformation of Wavefront as Shock
Wave Propagated in the Overlong Tunnel
Brown [5] has analyzed the wavefront under the condition of laminar flow Brown:

Figure 4. The attenuation of shock wave.
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Figure 5. The average attenuation coefficient.
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where the implication of these symbols is the same with
Equations (1) and (2). Supposing x D = 656, 1750,
3000, 4469 to calculate, and compare with the results of
experiment. It is showed in Figure 7.
From the contrast (a) of condition A, it could be observed when x D is 656, the result of experiment is
nearly the same as calculation; but as x D is changed
to 1750, 3000, 4469, the distinction between them becomes bigger and bigger cause of the nonlinear wave.
Amplify the original strength of shock wave to get
Figure 7(b) (Condition B) and (c) (Condition C). It could
be observed from this figure as the original strength is
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(a)
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(c)

Figure 7. The deformation of wavefront as shock wave propagated in the overlong tunnel. (a) Condition A; (b) Condition B;
(c) Condition C.
Copyright © 2012 SciRes.
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amplified, the distinction between experiment and calculation is more obvious especially (c): while it reaches the
maximum value, the strength of wave begins to decrease
slowly and in contrast, the calculation increases all through.
The reason is as the original strength is amplified, turbulent flow of the non-steady boundary layer behind the
wavefront, becomes closer to it and the shear stress makes
the pressure loss larger.
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4. Acknowledgements
 As the original strength of shock wave is amplified,
the attenuation becomes larger. It could be observed
from the result of experiment, the attenuation’s change
as distance is proportionality to the original strength.
 After shock wave regressing to compression wave,
the maximum pressure gradient abates much more
quickly.
 The pressure loss is increasing first. But it reaches the
maximum value soon and starts to decrease. It is more
obvious as the original shock wave becomes stronger.
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